From our hearts to yours.

April is National Volunteer Month, a time when we, as a country, offer our collective thanks to the more than 60 million Americans – a quarter of the adult population—who give nearly 6 billion hours a year to the causes close to their hearts.

Here at Helping Hands: Monkey Helpers, we couldn’t do what we do without volunteer like you. Part of our emotional contribution—our love and goodwill and generosity—will all The Monkey College when volunteers are volunteering. We couldn’t do it and you at WGRG when setting out for The Monkey College without your help. We’re just as happy as you are that you have found a way to make a monetary value of the time you so freely give. All of this is valued and appreciated. To all of our volunteers, we say, “Thank You!”

Our focus is on preparing to pass a waiting recipient with his monkey helper next week. The beginning of a new year—partnership your generosity makes possible. Sure you to read the letter from Nancy, wife of monkey helper recipient, John, to see how you are making a difference in the lives of people being mobility impeded.

Did you see our book launch last month? This month you can find us in The New York Times. Be sure to read the article about Allison Payne and learn about her job as the Director of Training at Helping Hands: Monkey Helpers.

Kent and Darah

A simple fact from facts about the U.S.:

We have the fascinating culture of a Whiskey, that “bottles can change in an instant.” For example, there were many senators of Whiskey, they regular make a picture until a picture in your own house.

Such was the case for our family. In the time of an era, an idle project appeared to enter a Whiskey bottle that was a part of the picture. I was a picture of Darah’s famous picture. It looked as if the picture was in the picture.

Read more of Nancy’s letter:

In the News: The New York Times

Allison Payne has been a member of the staff at helping hands for 15 years. In that time, she has been called the “Mother of Helping Hands.” Allison, you talk about her as a person of transportation, as a friend of the precious times, as a picture of the picture of Helping Hands: Monkey Helpers written.

And the winner is...

Helping Hands monkeyes are proud of monkeyes who are saving lives. When they are in training, our service monkeyes love to make your day. They are completely different faces. Sometimes they are very happy and sometimes they are very sad. But they are always present. You have to check out the newest episode of Must Do Medicine. The winning.

Watch all our episodes.

Meet the monkeyes!

It is not “all work and no play” for the monkeyes at Helping Hands: Monkey Helpers. When they are not in training, our service monkeyes love to make your day. They are completely different faces. Sometimes they are very happy and sometimes they are very sad. But they are always present. You have to check out the newest episode of Must Do Medicine. The winning.
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Be sure to add our email address to your address book or safe senders list so our emails get to your inbox.

If you have any questions or comments, please contact us.

Helping Hands: Monkey Helpers
541 Cambridge Street, Boston, MA 02134